
Appendices - Part 1

Appendix 1: Cumbria County Council / Cumbria LEP joint response covering letter
to the DfT / Rail North consultation on the Northern and TPE franchises

Dear Consultation Co-ordinator

Please find enclosed a joint response from Cumbria County Council and the Cumbria Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) to the Department for Transport’s stakeholder consultation for the
Northern and TransPennine Express franchises.

The response sets out our shared view on the critical role that rail plays in connecting people, places
and business within and beyond the county.

We are clear that the right rail infrastructure will help us drive forward economic growth
within Cumbria - as well as enabling Cumbria to deliver on the government’s own nuclear
and growth agenda.

Our aspirations for job creation and growth in the advanced manufacturing sector,
achieving nuclear and energy excellence, maximising our vibrant rural and visitor economy
and supporting the strategic connectivity of the M6 corridor will not be achieved if the rail
offer in the county is not strong enough.

We therefore ask government to:

· Ensure the franchises are future proofed and investment led rather than steady state so
they can accommodate future growth and be flexible;

· Provide the necessary investment to ensure high quality and greater capacity of rolling
stock as the current offer is not satisfactory;

· Progress the electrification of key lines within Cumbria; and
· Ensure more frequency and capacity of passenger services on the Cumbrian Coast

Line including later evening services and a full line length Sunday service, and an
increase in the number of direct services to Manchester International Airport on the
Furness and Lakes Lines.

Any reduction in services, staffing levels or station facilities would not be acceptable to the County
Council and LEP in this climate of growing demand. The county needs more investment in rail, not
less, to ensure we have the right rail infrastructure in place as an equal partner of the north given the
broad range of benefits that rail can offer in securing better outcomes for individuals, communities
and business in Cumbria and beyond.

We look forward to an ongoing conversation with the Department for Transport and Rail North on
this matter.

Yours faithfully

Cllr Stewart Young    George Beveridge
Leader of Cumbria County Council    Chair of Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership


